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The Chesterfield Group of Advanced Motorists 
 

WELCOMES YOU 
 

As the UK‟s leading road safety charity we are dedicated to increasing skills for all road 
users, raising driving standards and helping to save lives on our roads. 
 
Becoming part of the IAM, is a great way to enhance your driving skills in an enjoyable and 
educational environment. Of course, safety is always our top concern, but it‟s a fun and 
exciting experience too! 
 

Membership of Our Group Includes:- 
 

 One to one guidance sessions providing full preparation for your Advanced Driving 
Test 

 The group starter pack which includes information which you will find interesting 
and  also an aid during your training 

 Monthly Group Newsletter 
 The IAM book „How to Become a Better Driver‟ 
 Advanced Test conducted by a qualified IAM examiner 
 Written assessment of your test performance 
 IAM Certificate on passing the Advanced Driving Test 

 

Monthly Guidance Sessions held on:- 
 

 The first Sunday of each month 
 And the following Saturday 
 Indoor training sessions 
 Second opinions conducted by Senior Observers 

 

Guest speakers include:- 
 

 IAM examiners 
 Group 4 R.C.O 
 IAM Staff examiners 

 

Group organised events, recent sessions include:- 
 

 Riding the Segway 
 Skid pan  
 Inter-group Challenge (Annual event) 
 Ghost walks 
 Caravan and display at numerous events 
 RAF Cosford visit 

 
We also hold a photography competition each month which is very popular 

For more information about the group take a look at our web site: 
 

Site Address on the front cover 
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Various thoughts and 
observations……..    FROM PRESIDENT MIKE 

 
At the risk of sounding like Steven Fry of QI, some quite interesting motoring facts were 
reported in a popular newspaper concerning insurance claims and number plates. Vehicles 
with the letter “Z” on their plates have the most crashes. The M.D. of Elephant.co.uk concluded 
that its analysis was “a bit of fun”, but reported that vehicles with NCZ were to blame for the 
most crashes – two and a half times the normal. 
RMZ had the highest number of no-fault claims, more than twice the average. The final 
comment from the insurance company was to say that they had no plans to charge more for 
any specific registrations. Good news if YOU have a “Z”. 
On a slightly different note, the RAC reported recently that running a car costs nine percent 
more than a year ago, now £2417 per annum but this figure does NOT include the most 
expensive item….depreciation. 
 
With this element factored in, the figure now goes up to £5869 p.a., but this of course includes 
all the very expensive limos which can drop £20,000 or more just leaving the showroom! 
Here is another design feature, or rather the lack of it that I wonder if you may have some 
thoughts on. We are told by the design engineers that because of the air flow and hence the 
“swirl effect” at the rear of our cars, a hatch back needs a wash/wipe, but a saloon does not. 
I‟ve seen wind tunnel tests conducted many times and under these conditions I agree that the 
flow of air over a flattish back allows dirt to build up – just look at the rear end of double deck 
buses – and the flow over a rear screen and boot lid does keep the glass clean….. but the 
designers seem to have missed a more simple problem. When parking up a saloon in the 
rain/snow/frost, there is no way of clearing the rear screen before driving away other than by a 
manual operation. Even with the rear heater on, moisture and rain does take much more time 
to clear away completely, than with the aid of a wiper as on the front…..perhaps the designers 
are not as concerned as we are over a good clear rear view…. Forget the phone modem; give 
me a rear wiper on my saloon.  
 
All cars can be improved and as I have said many times before, there are quite a few electrical 
gadgets not all that necessary if the car is being driven properly. Some could be omitted and 
the more useful items included. .When was you last asked what you really needed? 
For all vehicle shortcomings and cost of running them, it still is wonderful to be able to have a 
personal carriage at our homes, ready to take us almost anywhere at the turn of a key…what 
independence. 
 
And finally,(numbers again) …the year of 2011 has the following…1/1/11, 1/11/11, 11/1/11, 
11/11/11. 
Now, if you take the last two digits of the year of your birth and add the age you are this year, 
the result is 111. That‟s spooky. 
 

        Stay safe and happy       Mike. 
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You should have been there. 
 

David Stringer RGC (4) arrived at the Chesterfield Club for a Social evening, duly fed and 

armed with his projector and screen.  RGC (4) means our Regional Group Co-ordinator.  He 

soon latched onto that fact that we had copied his idea for an IAM number plate, thank you 

David, to be used only at recruitment events and told us that the original plate was sold at 

auction for in the region of £30.000 It was then „eyes peeled and brain in gear‟; we were to be 

treated to IAMs best kept secret, an insight into Special Assessment.  Why the secrecy, what 

on earth is it all about? 

 What is it?  It is an assessment based on Police driving with the blue lights on, but for 

civilians.  So you are expected to remain within the speed limits, at all times and sorry no blue 

lights.  This is as it says an assessment of your driving, so there is no pass or fail and your IAM 

membership is not affected in any way.  It is the ultimate driving challenge; a demanding 

examination of both skill and knowledge; and aimed at drivers with a real passion.  It requires 

an in depth understanding of the principals of Advanced Driving and it is a tough challenge.  

What is expected?  Ninety minutes of driving including a forty minute commentary. The 

commentary can be taken in two twenty minute sessions but it must be fluent and flowing; 

including „IPSGA‟, forward planning and observation, predictions and reactions, as well as 

things you can and cannot see.  (IPSGA; the system of car control is a simple and consistent 

approach to dealing with a constantly changing driving environment.  The system increases 

your safety by giving you time to react to potential hazards.) 

We watched a film, Special Assessment by David Heath, who we were told is a member of 

IAM, Durham Group.  It showed us four clips and we were asked to say where Special 

Assessment fitted into these clips.  The driver in clip one was George Isles the IAMs first 

examiner, sometime in the 1960‟s, the second driver was Chris Gilbert, whom we have all 

come across before, the third driver was a Durham Police traffic car driver and the forth clip 

was the Durham Police on pursuit.  It was established that Special Assessment driving came 

between clips two and three, as the speed regulations and The Law had to be adhered to at all 

times.  The film then went on to commentary, being stopped at a point where the car was at the 

top of an incline and we were asked to say out-loud anything that we could see.  Items ranged 

from, a traffic island and bus stops to a cross roads and oncoming vehicles.  The room when 

quiet as the next frame showed us what we should have seen; a broken bollard, footpath signs, 

double bends, changing road surfaces, hedge lines indicating junctions, various oncoming 

vehicles and in the far distance a supposed white blob behind some trees indicating the white 

van-man and yet another double bend; and that was only part of it.  All this was able to be seen 

because we were at the top of an incline, looking down onto the vista below, with good forward 

and great cross views.  If nothing else this opened our eyes.  If only we had seen them and 

more to the point why on earth didn‟t we see them?  The TV advertisement „you should have 

gone to ………..‟ came to mind.   Must look out for things like that in future!   Chris Tatlow is 

very keen on the cross-view being looked for. Sometimes when driving at high speeds, the 

Police do cross the hazard lines, to maximize their view; using the word SLAM as their guide. 
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S - Is it safe? 

L - Is it legal? 

A - Does it offer an advantage? 

M - Is it misleading? 

If it is safe, legal, offers an advantage and is not misleading to anyone then you can do it, 

hence the word, SLAM. We also looked at what would happen if you were overtaking a 

stationery bus of about 40 foot in length, travelling at a speed of 35 mph and someone stepped 

out from the front.  It was an eye opener, when you considered the thinking time before the 

break is applied and then add this to the breaking time. 

Can anyone apply?  Yes, but there are certain requirements, these being:-  you need to 

have been an IAM member for at least twelve months, collision free for two years, with nothing 

pending and no more than six points on your licence.  You must also take the assessment in 

the same type of car that you passed your Advanced Driving Test in, that is automatic or 

manual.  The full range of cars can be used, but if automatic you would be required to use the 

gear box.  That means that you don‟t just stick it in drive, you have to do some thinking and use 

all the facilities that are available to you i.e. all gears, sports button and anything else that your 

car has.  You can only take one test in any period of twelve months and the cost is £60.00.  

The assessment was brought into being because groups asked for a challenge. 

Is it difficult?  Yes very, as it is a demanding test of skills. 

You need to prepare.  There is a ninety minute drive, with forty minutes of commentary; as 

well as six questions from „Roadcraft‟ and in return you will get feed-back from the examiner at 

the time, as well as a written report from IAM.  The feel of it is as that of the Advanced Driving 

Test, but on a grander scale. Preparation puts some people off, says Chris Tatlow, but does he 

really need to say that? I always use the „5p plan‟, Prior Preparation Prevents Poor 

Performance.  Try it sometimes, it does work. 

What if I fail?  You cannot fail because it is an assessment of your driving and membership 

of the IAM will not be affected in any way. 

„Don‟t expect a very high mark, 100% is impossible.  A Police Class 1 Driver would be 

expected to achieve 90% - so anything over 70% is really bl--dy good.‟   Chris Tatlow    

Thank you David, it was without doubt a talk not to be missed, both interesting, engaging and 

thought provoking even if after consideration you would not attempt it.  It just remains to be 

seen if anyone in the Chesterfield Group is man or woman enough to have a go.   Are you? 
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Thoughts, Reports and Retorts 

                                                                                                      From the Chairman 

 The season really has started with a vengeance, if you read your magazine, and I 

hope you did, you will realise how busy the group is in promoting Better and Safer Driving. The 

Easter Saturday stand on the market at our usual place by the Portland Hotel brought us some 

new members at the following Guidance days, as did our presence at the Rotary Car Show at 

Renishaw Hall in the early part of June, an event well worth attending as a visitor with a general 

interest in cars and motoring, but even more worthwhile if you came along to help man our 

display, and since this annual event is staged from 4 pm to 9 pm it lends itself to some evening 

support. Whilst on the subject of support I hope many of you came along to the Intergroup 

Challenge which was advertised as a Grass Field event at Brimington but due to local weather 

conditions had to be re organised as a Hard Standing event at Brampton Manor. Who were the 

winners? Well read the August issue to find out who won the trophy. 

 Still on support or attendance, we recently held a Training Night for Observers or 

potential Observers, a very enjoyable and instructive evening for those few who attended, and I 

deliberately used the word FEW since only 50% of potential participants were in attendance, a 

worrying concern since the whole structure of successful guidance to pass the Advanced 

Driving test relies on up to date Trained Observers. As a group we need to give the very best to 

our Associates so on-going training is very important, the past is history but looking to the 

future there will be a further chance to come along to the next Training Night to be held later 

this year, you will be notified when the date is arranged, watch out for it and programme it into 

your calendar for the Autumn. If you are not yet an observer but want more details please see 

Ray or myself. It is a well worth while interest to help others to become Better, Safer and good 

Eco drivers, so consider it. 

 An Early reminder about an event you may well wish to partake in is the Rotary Car 

Show at Ashover on Sunday, July 24
th

. a similar event to the afore mentioned Renishaw Hall 

Car Show so if you missed this now is your chance to make amends and see what it really is all 

about, and if you want to be part of the team manning the caravan on that day, or part of the 

day, see Ray, Alan, Jan or myself as soon as possible. 

I hope for all our sakes we have a good and pleasant summer in July and August but 

particularly for our outdoor events when the weather does make the difference between 

success and (a word I don‟t like to use) failure, we certainly don‟t want to experience Montreal 

F1 race conditions, so watch out for hosepipe bans creeping further North to add to the 

problem of keeping your car clean. 

                                                                                           Bill Harrington. 
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Sheila’s Wheelies – A 
Member’s Experience of the 
Crofton Skid Pan Event! 

This article follows on from Bill Harrington‟s report about our Skid Pan visit on Tuesday 10
th
 

May.  Ten of us drove up in 3 cars and remarkably arrived at Crofton together which was a 
good start to the evening. Ian came separately and arrived shortly after us - we were then 
ready to start.  Some people may be under the impression that belonging to a motoring group 
is just for the guys but as our outing showed this is definitely not the case - we had a mix of 
young and older, male & female all competing on a level playing field.  We split into teams of 3 
and I was with Sue and Sheila.  Sue and I had been at the previous event last September when 
we drove a front wheel drive Astra. This time the car was a rear wheel drive BMW with the apt 
number plate SKID1 which gave a totally different skidding response! 
 
We had an introductory talk discussing what causative factors can lead to a skid: Driving too 
fast for the circumstances; harsh acceleration; Excessive or sudden braking; coarse steering. 
Preliminaries over it was now time for us to have a go on the skid pan which had been 
prepared before our arrival with a mixture of oil and water – quite a messy mixture so we had to 
take care not to get it on our clothes when getting into the car.  When our turn came Sue 
gamely offered to go first after an initial „spin‟ round with our instructor to get the feel of the 
surface together with some guidance on getting into and out of a skid, the fun now began! Sue 
started her drive tentatively but soon was spinning around nicely and seemed to enjoy 
demolishing the cones. 
 
  Next it was Sheila – I had heard that Sheila was a bit of a speed merchant and she didn‟t 
disappoint.  We were soon whizzing around the circuit, changing direction at rapid intervals 
giving a sensation not unlike a fairground waltzer- our instructor had warned us we might need 
to have strong stomachs and we now understood why!  Finally I took the driver‟s seat.  I had 
not driven a BMW before but there was no time to get to know the car a bit like jockeys who 
turn up to ride a horse he has never sat on before the race.  It was certainly good to actually 
experience how it feels when a car goes into a skid and how to get out of the skid rather than 
just reading the information in „Roadcraft‟.  Today many new cars have active safety features 
fitted which can improve stability and reduce the probability of skidding but they shouldn‟t be 
relied upon and are certainly not a replacement for the IAM safe driving skills. 
 
Our evening ended with the figure of eight competition around the cones. As you saw from the 
results in last month‟s newsletter it was a closely fought competition.  Sue did brilliantly around 
the course but she couldn‟t resist knocking down a final cone at the finishing line, hence a 10 
point penalty!  Congratulations to the winner, Alison, who was still an associate and this 
illustrated my earlier point that being a member of the IAM is accessible to everyone.  I have 
greatly enjoyed both my visits to Crofton Skid Pan and thank you very much to Bill for 
organising this event for us. 
 

Michèle Young 
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Code Breakers 

 One of the other facets of my Observer duties, as with other Senior Observers within 

the group, is a Mock Test or Pre Test drive with associates when they are coming up to or have 

attained test standard. A scan through the Run sheet throws up a series of ones and twos and 

generally includes a one for Highway Code which is of course how it should be, until that is the 

Commentary begins and that is where I start listening very intently to interpretation of signs and 

that white paint on the road. The test requires drivers to be fully conversant with the Code since 

without that code driving would be utterly chaotic. I am sure we have all seen and experienced 

erratic drivers not adhering to marked lanes on roundabouts, or overrunning stop lines at 

junctions and leaving three foot of bonnet poking into our carriageway, and those arched 

railway bridges with height gauges for high vehicles and the corresponding route for their 

drivers to follow painted on the road. I know we as advanced drivers are aware of these things, 

and if as observers, we will point out and discuss the reason for any such signage, BUT did the 

driver know the facts before the discussion took place, if not then there must be some doubt in 

one‟s mind whether they have studied and are familiar with the Highway Code contents. Do 

they still get a one on the run sheet? Well not at this stage, perhaps they need more guidance 

and advice to read and study the good book, in this case the HC. 

 A page in the magazine is too little to cover such a vast subject in detail so I will give a 

few pointers which you may find worth while pursuing. Some signs you will find locally around 

Chesterfield and others you may have to travel further afield to find,  but if finding them isn‟t an 

option then at least be aware they exist and know how to interpret them when you do come 

across them, and if observing make sure your Associate is fully up to speed with them. All the 

following can be found in the “Know You Traffic Signs – 2007 edition (the latest) and any page 

numbers refer to this. 

 We start on p9-10 with the Stop and Give way signs, with the Stop being mandatory 

with a solid red infill not just a red circle and the Give Way, also mandatory being the only 

example of an Inverted triangle which is a good indicator using good forward observation.(E.g. 

At Stonedge).  On to p11 for block paved chevrons on roundabout, this to indicate sharp 

deviation of route for HGVs and not to be overrun by cars, note the solid white line surround. 

An Escape lane sign, mainly for HGVS again in case of brake failure. Then there are a number 

of funnies on p12 with cars driving of the quay or into a watercourse or more likely sinking into 

soft verges, but best of all p14 shows migratory toads, the frogs can look after themselves, and 

there really is a sign in the area. Any signs involving children, p14 also, in the action are most 

important to observe but what about the frail pedestrians on p13, and they have missed out on 

the mobility scooters and they really are a hazard which needs warning against, ideally a man 

with a red flag, but he would need to be an Olympic runner. 

 Briefly from signs to paint on the road on p16 and a further example of the mandatory stop and 

Give Way but emphasising the mandatory painted directions. If you have travelled around a bit 

in North Wales you may well have seen the No Explosives sign on p17, and I do believe that 

caravans and camping trailers carrying butane or propane gas are the road I have 
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In mind, but what about cars with petrol or gas in the tank, a mute point which 

probably relates back to the Big Bang Theory of evolution! 

Speed limits are fairly obvious and in many cases are respected but what about the 

great proliferation of 20 signs which are mushrooming up around the country and especially in 

Dronfield. An example on p.20 draws attention to the fact that even at such speeds it is 

mandatory and some recent prosecutions draw to the fact that our friendly bobby is sitting up 

and taking notice, so beware. 

A page and a half and only up to page 20. Perhaps a little light hearted look at the 

contents of the Highway code but never the less an insight into what is a serious matter and we 

could not safely drive on our roads without respecting it. There is scope for more articles on the 

subject but it will be of a more serious nature. To fully appreciate this article you really need a 

copy of the afore mentioned book which is available from most good stationers or the TSO at 

around £4.99 it is a good buy, If you haven‟t got a copy, get one, if you have a copy read it, if 

you are an Observer make sure your Associate knows about it, gets one and reads it and beats 

me to the question with the right answer and really deserves those ones on their run sheet. It 

would make my life so much easier and we would all be safer on the roads with a fuller 

understanding of the Highway Code. 

                                                                                   Bill.  

 

90-year-old man passes advanced driving test 
Bob Dowd isn't your average 90-year-old driver. He never passed his ordinary driving test 
because they were suspended during World War II, but he's just passed his advanced driving 
test - for the second time. 
  
The test, undertaken by the Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM), requires a re-test to ensure 
your driving skills remain up to the organisation's high standards. And Bob passed his re-test at 
the age of 90.  
 
Bob gained his licence via regulations of the time that allowed a licence to be given 
automatically if you'd been driving without one. He didn't take a test for a car, but has done for 
other modes of transport.  
 
He holds a motorcycle licence, passing the test first time around at the age of 65, while he 
learned to fly in his fifties. Bob was accepted into the Institute of Advanced Motorists at 70 
years old. 
 
Age is certainly no barrier for the retired garage owner from Tintwistle, near Glossop, as his 
IAM advanced test was assessed by a class one police driver. 
  
The DVLA requires drivers renew their driving licence on their 70th birthday. Speaking to the 
'Glossop Advertiser', Andy Wagstaff, from Stockport Advanced Motorists, said: "We take 
anyone who wants to improve their driving, and if someone who's 80 comes along and wants to 
join I'd encourage them as much as the younger ones." 
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Observer Training Night 
Where do I start? I‟ll start by asking a simple question, what is a drop lane? If you were there 

you will know the answer. If you weren‟t then you should have been. See me for the answer. 

The few of us that came had a good night with plenty of debate. Bill put on a short film on 

Motorway Driving. It contained a lot of good information that you could feed back to your 

associates. It covered joining and leaving, also overtaking, and what to in an emergency like a 

breakdown etc. which we all need to know. 

We also talked about what to do with your associate whilst you are away on holiday or 

otherwise can‟t make it for whatever reasons. It is important that your associate carries on with 

some training whilst you are away. Tell me and I will sort out cover for you, don‟t let the 

associate have a break. St John provided us with the rooms for the evening and they were just 

right for us so a big thank you to St John Ambulance. 

As observers you should be checked every year and over time this has not happened. As soon 

as Bill and I sort ourselves out and get a program going you will be checked over both for your 

observing of associates and your own driving. I intend to use the time we have at Guidance 

days and come out in the back seat and then you can take me for a demonstration drive after. 

This has to be done to maintain our standards and to keep up our pass rate up. Then if your 

driving has slipped we can get you back up to speed so to speak. You might wonder why all 

this is necessary but believe me it is very important. If you are a weak observer you will 

produce a weak associate for test. If you are strong and up to date with everything then your 

associate will be a good pass which we all want. As an example we once had an examiner who 

when he took out associates he knew who had taken them without asking and they were 

passed with flying colours. This was good for the observers in question. That is how I want to 

see us again. 

We will organise the next training night for the latter part of the year and I want to see more of 

you turn out. Also I want to see any trainee observers and would be observers so if you think 

you can make the grade, then come along and ask questions. 

Safe Driving 

Ray 

Important Note from the Editor 
 

Due to circumstances beyond my control I would like to ask all Members and 
Associate Members to send your articles so that they reach me by the 10

th
 of each 

month. 
 
I would like them in Ariel 9 point, A5 and with a custom margin of 0.7cm on the left 
and right and top and bottom, ignore the gutter. 
 
Thank you for all your interesting articles. 
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Monthly Photography Competition 

 
Winner May 2011 – A Tie! 

IAN BARKLEY 

        
 

Congratulations on two excellent shots. The judges liked the interpretation of the theme. The 
framing is excellent with good exposure and focusing. We couldn‟t decide between the two but 

as they were taken by the same person we decided on a tie. Well Done! 

Next Month: 
June‟s competition on Birds has just closed and winners will be announced at the caravan and 

in the next newsletter. 

Entries are now being taken for the June competition with the theme of: 

Dereliction and Decay 
If you are unable to make the caravan, then please E: mail your wish to enter the 

competition and you will receive the password: - send your E:mail to 

iam.chesterfield@yahoo.com 
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Where Pull – Push Steering 
Came From                Richard Wilkinson Qualified Observer  

As an Observer I get asked a lot of questions. I was with an associate a while ago and was 
asked about the Pull-Push method of steering after explaining the advantages of this method to 
my Associate I went home and did some research into the introduction of the Pull-Push method 
and where it originated from. 
 

The First Compulsory Driving Test 
The first compulsory driving test for car drivers in the UK was introduced in June 1935, and 
applied to all drivers who applied for a driving licence on or after April 1934. When the law was 
introduced, 246,000 people applied, from which the resulting pass rate was 63%. 
 
Before this date, all you had to do to be able to drive was apply for a driving licence without 
having taken any lessons. Incidentally, France was the first country to introduce a driving test, 
this being in 1893, and so was well ahead of us. The introduction of a legal requirement to take 
a driving test in the UK spawned the first appearance of commercial learner driving schools, but 
instructors were initially unregulated. So as to set a recognised level of competency for driving, 
the London Safety First Council, set up by the Government in 1916, was made responsible for 
overseeing the process. This organisation was seen as the appropriate choice as it had already 
introduced a range of road safety initiatives in an effort to reduce the already poor road 
accident fatality rate. In 1941, the London Safety First Council changed its name to RoSPA and 
could well have been responsible for the introduction of the Push-Pull steering method – or was 
it that RoSPA was merely adopting an existing technique as used by someone else? 
 

Too Many Road Collisions Involving Police Vehicles 
Back in the 1930‟s there were a great number of road collisions that involved police vehicles. In 
fact, during the first few months of 1934, it was recorded that road collisions involving 
metropolitan police vehicles occurred at a rate of 1 per 8,000 miles. The statistics had not 
escaped the notice of the motoring press and the police service came under fierce attack for 
their poor road collision record. So that police drivers could begin to gain respect, and set a 
high example on the road, the Metropolitan Police Driving School was opened at Hendon by 
Lord Trenchard in November 1934 with the first student‟s course being run in January 1935. 
 
Having decide that police drivers should set the example for all to aspire to, a great deal of 
research went into finding what would become the approved police system of driving, and 
which should be taught during police driver training courses. The man whose task it was to 
come up with a driving system was Lord Cottenham, who years earlier had been a member of 
the Alvis and Sunbeam racing teams. It was at this time the Roadcraft manual was produced, 
and one of the techniques it promoted was the Pull-Push steering method. That technique is 
still the approved technique for police driver training today. 
 
It would make sense to find that Pull-Push steering was brought in when the formal driver 
training was introduced, as there would need to have been a recognised method in which to 
operate the vehicle controls for driver competency testing, after all, you couldn‟t very well test a 
method of doing something if there is no recognised method of doing it. 
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Cars Had Large Steering Wheels and Were Heavy to 
control 

Not just procedural, but the mechanical reason for the Push-Pull steering style was that cars 
back then were so heavy and had such huge steering wheels. No power assistance in those 
times. To steer a car effectively, the Pull-Push steering method would have no doubt become a 
necessity, as a high level of arm leverage would be required to control the car. That being the 
case, given that nearly all modern cars now have power assisted steering, there could be a 
well-reasoned argument to say the old steering style is indeed out-dated 
 

.Many Old Car Driving Methods Seem to Be Carved in 
Stone 

It is astounding how some techniques associated with driving have remained stuck in a time 
warp, even though vehicle technology has moved on in leaps and bounds. Learner driving 
schools are only just breaking the mould of sequential gear changing, a system that was only 
initially bought into use because the vehicles of the day had such poor brakes. Back in the 
1930‟s drivers needed to change through every single ratio down the gearbox to help the 
brakes to slow the car down. Look at braking systems now. They are light-years ahead of back 
then, but how long has it taken to get rid of that old method of assisting the brakes by using the 
gears? The strange paradox here is that whilst we seem to be shrugging off that ancient 
method, carmakers are introducing paddle operated gear changers, which makes it difficult for 
a driver to skip any gears. 
 
Getting back to steering, if you speak to the Driving Standards Agency (DSA), the body that 
controls the driver training industry, and ask why the Pull-Push steering style is still promoted, 
you will find they can offer no good reason, other than it is the approved style, and it is the only 
steering method they recognise. This suggests the only reason it still exists today is because 
those who promote it will continue to do so only on the grounds of what has always been done, 
will always be done. As far as the DSA are concerned, there seems to be no better reason than 
that. They can‟t even say for sure where it came from. 
 

Many Drivers Were Never Taught How To Use The Pull-
Push Steering Method Correctly In The First Place.  
Sometimes the argument put forward against the Pull-Push method is that of it being awkward, 
uncomfortable and difficult to use. It could be argued that in many of those cases that many 
who seek to rubbish it were not even taught how to do it correctly to begin with. Most novice 
drivers end up taking bites at the wheel that are far too small, so that will be awkward and 
uncomfortable for anyone. 
 
Yes, the teachings say that neither hand should pass 6 or 12 o‟clock, but you find many 
inexperienced drivers having their invisible boundary line on the wheel set between 8 and 10 
on the one side, and 2 and 4 on the other. Trying to steer within such tight parameters will be a 
nightmare, and anyone could well be forgiven for ditching the method if that is how it has been 
presented to them. 
 
The I.A.M promotes the Pull-Push method of steering to all Associates who are training for the 
Advanced Driving Test. We as Observers of the Chesterfield Group of Advanced Motorists 
show and explain to all our Associates the benefits of Pull-Push steering and when shown how 
to do it the correct way the Associate soon adopts this method of steering. 
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Welcome to our new Associates 
 

Michael Broomhead … Observer Jan Cresswel & Alan Davies 
 

Dominic Booth … Observer Jan Cresswel 
 

Christopher Etches … Observer Selwyn Gough 
 

 
Congratulations on passing your test 

 
Richard Stevenson … Observer Alan Morgan 

 

 

 

WE WOULD LIKE TO THANK THE MANAGEMENT OF SAINSBURY‟S SUPERMARKET FOR 

ALLOWING US TO USE THEIR CAR PARK FOR OUR GUIDANCE SESSIONS 

JULY   
SATURDAY        2nd Guidance 9.30am to 12.00 noon Sainsbury’s Car Park 
SUNDAY   3rd Guidance 9.30am to 12.00 noon Sainsbury’s Car Park 
    No Social  (See Back Page) 
TUESDAY      26th Committee meeting 7.30pm Chesterfield Library 

   
AUGUST   

SUNDAY         7th Guidance 9.30am to 12.00 noon Sainsbury’s Car Park 
SATURDAY 13th Guidance 9.30am to 12.00 noon Sainsbury’s Car Park 
  No Social  (See Back Page) 
TUESDAY 23rd Committee meeting 7.30pm Chesterfield Library 

Associate Members; PLEASE attend the forthcoming Sunday or Saturday guidance sessions 
which are held at the SAINSBURYS CAR PARK at 9.30 or 10.30am as per the list below. If this 
causes any difficulty, please contact Ray Parker on 01246 206959 so that other 
arrangements can be made. New joiners are welcome to come along at any time during the 
morning for a free assessment drive, or you can phone Ray to arrange a drive at any suitable 
time. 
 

It is a fundamental part of your on-going training that you attend at least one, if not 
both of the guidance sessions each month. So please try to attend. 
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COMMITTEE MEMBERS AND CONTACTS 
 

PRESIDENT MIKE DICKERSON 01246 292144 

CHAIRMAN BILL HARRINGTON 01246 412696 

VICE CHAIRMAN TO BE ALLOCATED  

HON. SECRETARY BOB STONE 01246 568894 

TREASURER JEFF SNAPE 01246 567058 

GUIDANCE OFFICER RAY PARKER 01246 206959 

OBSERVER TRAINING OFFICER BILL HARRINGTON 01246412696 

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER ALAN MORGAN 01246 204639 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR RICHARD WILKINSON 01246 563575 

WEB MASTER CHRIS LAKE  

SOCIAL SECRETARY SUE WHEATCROFT 01246 274785 

MEMBERSHIP SECRETARY MAYNARD STEPHENS 01246 235074 

 

GUIDANCE OFFICER rayparker744@btinternet.com 

PUBLIC RELATIONS OFFICER alanmorgan413@btinternet.com 

OBSERVER TRAINING OFFICER williamh@30bentsc.fsnet.co.uk 

HON.SECRETARY robjstone@aol.com 

NEWSLETTER EDITOR challenge_copy@btinternet.com 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

DATA PROTECTION ACT 

Details which members have supplied to the group are held on a data base for the 
groups own use. If you object to your details being held this way, please inform the 
secretary in writing. 

COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

JOHN NORTH … JAN CRESWELL 

The contents of this Newsletter are purely the views of the Contributors 
and do not necessarily constitute the views of the Editor, the Institute, 

or the Chesterfield Group of Advanced Motorists 
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LET‟S HAVE LUNCH 
 

THE HEARTY OAK 
22 Northern Common, Dronfield Woodhouse. S18 8XJ 

WEDNESDAY 20
th

 JULY 2011 at 12:15pm 
 

2 Courses £10 or 3 courses £12.50 
 

Please contact Sue or Bill for menu choices as pre-orders are required. 
Sue:- telephone 01246 274785 or Email dw.sw274@btinternet.com 

Bill :- telephone 01246 412696 or Email williamh@30bentsc.fsnet.co.uk 
 

CLOSING DATE: THURSDAY 14
th
 JULY „11 

 

TUESDAY 26th JULY 2011 
POSSIBLE CARAVAN AND DISPLAY 
MEDIEVAL MARKET CHESTERFIELD 

Look out for information at the caravan or phone  
Ray Parker (Guidance officer) 01246 206959 

SATURDAY 9
th
 JULY 2011 

CARAVAN AND DISPLAY 
BEIGHTON GALA 

 
For more info contact Ray (Guidance Officer)  01246 206959 

Email : rayparker744@btinternet.com 

 

SELF DRIVE HIRE 
SERPENT MOTORS 

EST OVER 30 YEARS 
10% DISCOUNT FOR IAM MEMBERS 

FOR THE BEST VALUE AND UNBEATABLE SERVICE 

SMALL CARS .. FAMILY CARS .. MINI BUSES ... VANS 

01246 279920 

OLD ROAD BRAMPTON, CHESTERFIELD S40 2QZ 

END 

mailto:dw.sw274@btinternet.com
mailto:williamh@30bentsc.fsnet.co.uk


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


